POS

#

WR

10

Scout Name (Last, First)

Prospect (Last, First)

Maliackal, Sabith

Woods, Robert

PLAYER INFO
TEAM

DRAFT YR – ROUND – TEAM

Buffalo Bills

2013 – 2 – BUF

DATE OF BIRTH (AGE)

COLLEGE

April 10, 1992 (22)

SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA (CASC)

PRO POSITIONS

FLAGS

WR/Slot

N/A

BEST

Suddenness, Change of Direction, Football IQ, Route Running

WORST

Acceleration, Speed, Adjustment Outside Catch Radius, YAC

Savvy, athletic receiver who uses his high football IQ to set up his defender, create separation
PROJECTION and make catches in traffic. He will fit in a system that finds creative ways to get him open and
gives him the ability to adjust his route on the fly to take advantage of his natural instincts.

MEASURABLES

Tapes Viewed

Height

Arm

6000

31"

Weight

Vertical

201

33.5"

Speed

Pro/3 Cone

4.51

N/A / 7.15

2013 BUF at NYJ
2013 BUF vs. BLT
2013 BUF at CLE
2013 BUF vs. KC
2013 BUF at NE

SUMMARY
Former 2nd round pick and a 2-year starter plays out of the slot and out wide. Average height and above average
bulk for frame. Has a blend of quickness, agility, balance, and change of direction that are good for the position. His
play speed is good enough to be effective in every area of the passing game. Sets up the defender with good footwork
on the release by doing a good job of attacking the technique of a pressing or off coverage defender. Strength is solid
to avoid getting re-routed by DBs and holds up well blocking in the run game. Displayed very good separation
quickness at the top of routes using his understanding of DBs technique and timing out his acceleration and burst.
His football instincts show up consistently because he has a very good understanding of route running, leverage, and
coverages. Showed an ability to adjust to low thrown balls on deep crossing routes or curl routes on the edges.
Concentration, tracking skills, and hands are evident in the intermediate game and in traffic. Has enough lateral
agility to make the initial defender miss and get YAC. Aggressive, passionate demeanor executing his assignments
and shows tremendous effort run blocking. Shows some issues adjusting and catching high thrown passes and will
drop an occasional ball due to lack of concentration. Does not have great burst, acceleration off the LOS and is a long
strider so it takes time for him to hit top speed. Must set up the defender and accelerate once he stops moving his feet
- will not consistently stretch the field vertically or make an impact with yards after the catch. Overall, he is a savvy,
athletic receiver who uses his high football IQ to set up his defender, create separation and make catches in traffic. He
will fit in a system that finds creative ways to get him open and gives him the ability to adjust his route on the fly to
take advantage of his natural instincts.

